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Oracle Advanced PL/SQL Developer Professional GuidePackt Publishing, 2012

	PL/SQL (Procedural Language/Structured Query Language) is Oracle Corporation's procedural extension


	language for SQL and the Oracle relational database. Server-side PL/SQL is stored and compiled in the Oracle Database and runs within the Oracle executable. With this guide Oracle developers can work towards...
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Professional ASP.NET MVC 5Wrox Press, 2014

	ASP.NET MVC insiders cover the latest updates to the technology in this popular Wrox reference


	MVC 5 is the newest update to the popular Microsoft technology that enables you to build dynamic, data-driven websites. Like previous versions, this guide shows you step-by-step techniques on using MVC to best advantage, with...
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Beginning EJB in Java EE 8: Building Applications with Enterprise JavaBeansApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					
						Build powerful back-end business logic and complex Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)-based applications using Java EE 8, Eclipse Enterprise for Java (EE4J), Web Tools Project (WTP), and the Microprofile platform. Targeted at Java and Java EE developers, with or without prior EJB experience, this...
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Learning Phalcon PHPPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn Phalcon interactively and build high performance web applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to install and configure Phalcon PHP on your server
	
		Develop a fully functional multi-module application with Phalcon PHP
	
		A step-by-step guide with in-depth coverage of Phalcon...
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JBoss Weld CDI for Java PlatformPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn CDI concepts and develop modern web applications using JBoss Weld


	Overview

	
		Learn about dependency injection with CDI
	
		Install JBoss Weld in your favorite container
	
		Develop your own extension to CDI
	
		Decouple code with CDI events
	
		Communicate...
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The Cucumber for Java Book: Behaviour-Driven Development for Testers and DevelopersPragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	
		Teams working on the JVM can now say goodbye forever to misunderstood requirements, tedious manual acceptance tests, and out-of-date documentation. Cucumber - the popular, open-source tool that helps teams communicate more effectively with their customers - now has a Java version, and our bestselling Cucumber Book has been...
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Dynamic Contrast-Enhanced Magnetic Resonance Imaging in Oncology (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2005


	Radiologists have long been interested in imaging and measuring blood fl ow and in

	characterising the structure of blood vessels within pathological tissues. In 1927 Egas

	Moniz described the technique of cerebral angiography using injection of radio-opaque

	contrast agent combined with conventional radiology. His earlier published...
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